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Meanings of Signs
■ Safety Precautions
There are signs in both the user manual and the equipments to indicate the hidden risk to your and
others’ personal safety and property. These signs are used to help you to operate the equipments
safely and correctly, whose meanings are illustrated as bellow. Please be sure that you understand all
of them before you start to operate the equipments.
This is to remind the user that all the operation should
be done following the instructions mentioned in the
Warning

manual, or, death and body injure may happen due to
wrong operation.
This is to remind the user that the dangerous internal
voltage that has not been grounded may cause

Caution

electricity shock.
Warning: in order to avoid electrical shock, please do
not open the chassis, nor put unnecessary parts inside
the chassis. Please contact the qualified personnel for
after service.
CE Certification: means this product has already met the
designated standards by the EU, and the user can use it
safely.
SGS Certification: this means this products has passed
the test of the general quality test by the

biggest

surveyor in Swiss.
This product has been certified by ISO9001 International
Quality Organization (German Rhine TUV）

■

General Information Indication
This is to list some content which may cause
unsuccessful operation or setting and some information
that should be noticed.
This is to indicate the page where related theme or
material can be found.
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Chapter Three IR Radiating Panel
3.1 Overall description
The IR radiating panel is high power IR
radiating equipment used to receive the carrier
wave signal from the IR system controller and
emit the signal in the form of IR. It support
hand-in-hand connection and there can be
maximally 30 radiating panels connected
together.

angle and cover area
◆
Adopting “hand-in-hand” connection to
realize cascading connection of many radiating
units
◆ Half-value radiating angle: 25°。
◆ Light-weighted & durable

3.2

Features of Radiator

◆ Super radiation area,maximum up to 76
meters。
◆ Cable delay compensation.
◆ High efficiency IR radiation, the power
consumption is only half of its peer products at
the same radiation intensity
◆ Standby function: when there is no signal for
the radiating panel or the controller is not
outputting signal, the radiating panel will enter
standby mode, and the power consumption is
only 3W.
◆ Radiating intensity reducing to half value
function: reducing the signal power to suite the
application in small environment
◆ Adopting arch structure to provide a wide
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CR-IR 3001 Front Panel

① POWER OUTPUT
Switch for the power of the radiated signal.

50Hz/60Hz input

3.4 How to allocation the system
② LOOP-THROUGH INPUTS
Connected to the system controller's
SINGNAL OUTPUTS interface or the former IR
radiating panel's output interface.
③ DELAY COMPENSATION*25
Delay composition adjusting button, “+” is to
delay increase, “-“ is to delay decrease. The
value for adjusting will be displayed on the LCD
above the button.
Delay composition range: 00~99, that is,
from 0（0*25）ns to 2475ns（99*25）
Cable delay coefficient:5.6ns/m，please refer
to the cable’s specifications for details.
3.6 “settings of the delay button”
④ Power input interface: AC100V~240V

3.4.1 The installation of the radiating panel
The IR can reach the receiver by direct
reflection or diffused reflection. In a conference
hall, the delegates who sit behind others will not
receiver IR signal if it has been screened by the
front row of seats, which has to be taken into
consideration when allocating the radiating panel.
Thus, when the radiating panel should be
installed as high as possible, and generally the
height should be more than 2.5m and the
radiating panels should face the whole
conference hall from various directions to make
sure their radiating area can cover the whole
place.
If the radiating panels are installed highly
enough, the signal intensity of the received IR
signal will not decreased to zero in the shadow
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area, because IR can be reflected (same as the
visible light).
When the radiating panels cannot be
installed onto the existing ceiling, walls or bearing
structures, they must be installed according to the
above mentioned rules to ensure the proper
signal transmission.

Fig. 3-3 “IR Coverage in “blind Area”
3.4.2 Wiring of the radiating panel
The signal’s delay can be caused by the
distance difference between the system controller
to the different radiating panels. In order to avoid
“blind spot” , please choose the cables that are of
same length.
The cable delay can be compensated via the
signal compensation button inside of the radiating
panel.
Fig.3-1 Square IR converage

Fig.3-2 Audience seats and chairman seats
coverage

Fig.3-4 Non-symmetrical connection, should be
avoided

If there are IR barricades in the room, extra
radiating panels should be added to increase the
radiation to ensure the normal transmission of the
signal.
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Fig. symmetrical connection (preferred)
3.4.3 Rectangle Coverage
The actual required number of the radiating
panels can only be determined by field test, but
using “rectangle coverage” can ensure a very
close guess.
Fig.3-6 and Fig.3-7 explain what is the
“rectangle coverage”, from which we can see that
the rectangle coverage is smaller than the total
coverage. Notice: in Fig.3-7, “deviation value” X is
negative and the rectangle coverage is actually
bigger than the actual coverage.

Fig. 3-7 90°installation’s typical rectangle
converage

3.5 Installation steps of radiating panels
◆ Take the instructions mentioned in section
1.4 to decide the positions of the IR radiating
panels
◆ Draw out the rectangle coverage in the layout
draft of the room
◆ If there are some areas which can receive
signal from two neighbor radiating panels, it
means that there is eclipsing effects. Draw out the
enlarged rectangle coverage in the layout draft.
◆ Check whether the radiating panels have full
coverage to certain spots; and if not, extra
radiating panels should be added.

3.6 Delay switch Settings

Fig.3-6 15°installation: typical rectangle coverage

In section 1.4.6, there is “overlapping
multi-path effect”: the receiver receive signal from
two or more radiating panels, and “blind spots”
can be caused due to delay difference.
In order to compensate the delay difference,
the delay switch on the side of the radiating panel
can be set to increase the corresponding panel’s
delay. The LCD can display from 00 to 99, and
the digit is timed by 25ns, ie. The delay time can
be set is from 25ns to 2475ns (99*25).
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distribution host to each radiation board LMAX;
◆ Calculate the difference from L to LMAX
◆ Cable length with a calculated by multiplying
the cable signal delay difference between the rate
of radiation on each panel can be drawn to the
cable signal delay difference

3.6.1 How to calculate the delay
When there is only one system controller and
all the radiating panels are connected to the
controller with the cables that are of same length,
there is no delay to be considered. Under this
situation, all delay switches on all the radiating
panels should be set as 00, and the need of delay
signal should be confirmed.
Use the delay of the radiating panel whose
distance to the controller is the farthest, and then
use “+” and “-“ to adjust the delay of the other
radiating panels to make sure every radiating
panel have the same delay.

◆ In addition to the signal delay in 25 poor, in
addition to be an integer (rounded)
Radiating board delay compensation switches to
set parameters.
◆ If necessary, to overlapping coverage areas,
away from the overlapping coverage area closer
to the delay of radiation panel switch settings
parameters do increase, as the radiation signal
delay compensation
◆ In accordance with the calculated setting
parameters to set the delay switch

3.7

Formula：

Installation of the radiating panel

Infrared radiation panel can be installed on
walls or ceiling, with the package with a mounting
bracket and screws, install as shown below：

◆ Cable delay coefficient 5.6ns/m；
◆ X：The displayed delay compensation factor
◆ L MAX-L：The max distance (meter) between
the controller and the radiating panel;
◆ L：the distance between the radiating panel
and the controller(meter);
Follow the steps to measure the length of the
cables to determine the settings of the delay
switch:
◆ Measuring the cable length from
distribution host to each radiation board L;
◆

the

In determining the installation location
before, need to ensure smooth airflow
around the unit of radiation, radiation unit to
avoid the phenomenon of high temperature.

Make sure the maximum distance from the
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3.8 Connection between the radiating
panel and the controller

Attention: When cascading the radiating
panels, the BNC connector of the last panel in the
cascading chain which is left unused should be
connected to a load resistance of 75Ω in order to
match the impedance to avoid signal reflex.

3.9

Control and indication

◆ 2 delay compensation button on the
transmitter to the radiation panel with different
cable
lengths
between
the
different
compensation.

3.10

Interconnection

◆ Output socket (2XBNC), used to connect the
transmitter and the next station radiation panel
cascading.

3.11

Physical features

Dimension

453(L)X230(W)X208(H)mm

Weight

About 7KG

Exterior

Gray Black

3.12 Electrical features
Power Supply

AC100-240V

Transmit power

36W
Impedance ： 10kΩ ， Margin ：

RF input
Maximum

100mV－3V
cover

distance

76 meters

Automatically open
the switch threshold

100mV RF signal

voltage
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